
16/2022 HUNGARIAN STAMPS  
ROALD AMUNDSEN WAS BORN 150 YEARS AGO 

Magyar Posta is issuing a commemorative stamp to mark the 

150th anniversary of the birth of the renowned explorer Roald 

Amundsen. The new issue designed by the graphic artist 

Orsolya Kara was produced by ANY Security Printing Company, 

and will be available at first day post offices and Filaposta in 

Hungary and may also be ordered from Magyar Posta’s online 

store from 1 April 2022.  

Roald Engelbregt Gravning Amundsen (1872-1928) was a 

Norwegian polar explorer, discoverer and the most successful figure 

in the exploration of the polar regions. Fridtjof Nansen’s expedition 

traversing Greenland inspired him to devote his life to exploration. 

Amundsen was the first to sail through the Northwest Passage (1903-

1906) and the first to reach the South Pole on 14 December 1911 on 

his 1910-12 expedition. He gained honour for being the first on 

several occasions.  

On 4 June 1928, he set off by plane to rescue Umberto Nobile, whose 

airship Italia had crashed. A few weeks later, pieces of the plane were 

found near Tromsø – presumably, Amundsen had crashed and died 

either in the disaster or shortly afterwards. His body was never found. 

Three of his books have been published in Hungarian: Amundsen’s 

The North West Passage, South Pole and Our Polar Flight. 

The stamp features a portrait of Amundsen from the period and a 

detail of his famous ship, Fram (“Forward”). A photograph of 

Amundsen taken during the expedition to the North Pole appears on 

the commemorative first day cover. The design of the special 

postmark is a graphic composition inspired by a compass and 

inscriptions. 

Order code:  

2022150010011 (stamp) 

2022150060012 (FDC)  

Issued on: 1 April 2022 

Face value/selling price: HUF 570  

(On the date of issue, equivalent to 

postage for a domestic priority letter up 

to 500 g / a non-priority non-dutiable 

letter up to 50 g, postcard or picture 

postcard to countries within the 

European Union customs border and 

European countries outside the 

European Union customs border.) 

Printing technique: 4-colour offset  

Number of copies: 50,000 (50 stamps 

and 5 barcodes per sheet) 

Perforated size: 30 x 40 mm 

Paper type: White, wood-free, surface-

treated, gummed stamp paper with 

optical whitener 

Printed by ANY Nyrt. (stamp);  

Codex Zrt. (cover) 

Photographs: Cultiris/Science Photo 

Library, Cultiris/Bridgeman Art Library 

(stamp), Cultiris/Interfoto (cover)  

Designed by Orsolya Kara 

INFORMATION: belyeg@posta.hu  
ORDERS: Tel.: (+36 1) 767-7173 ▪ philately@posta.hu ▪ www.posta.hu 
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